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By eliminating the disadvantages of
earlier methods, the Triosorb Sponge
has achieved a real breakthrough in
thyroid testing. It is an in vitro test
unmatched in accuracy, speed and
convenience.
Accuracy: Because factors such as red
blood cells and exogenous iodine have
been eliminated from consideration in
the Triosorb Test, it is unmatched in
accuracy.
Speed: With only 3 washes and no
need for double pipettings, shakers, or
incubators, the Triosorb Test can be

Jp
p.

re@
â€˜olOtionized
thyroid
testing!

more rapidly performed than any other
T-3 test.
Convenience: Triosorb is in a dispos
able kit ready for immediate use at
room temperature, making it the sim
plest and most convenient thyroid
function test to perform.
McAdams* reported that â€œThe
resin
sponge (Triosorb) technique is supe
rior to the erythrocyte method for per
forming the I's' T3 test in terms of
simplicity, convenience and elimina
tion of errors characteristic of the
erythrocyte procedure.â€•

Triosorb is available to all doctors,
hospitals and clinical laboratories
AEC licensing is not required. Because
Triosorb will enable far more screen-.
ings to be performed, this procedure
may soon become as standard
as today's blood counts and
urinalyses.
501101
McAdams, G. B. and Reinfrank, R. F., irni. Nuclear Med.,
5:112, Feb., 1964.
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GAMMAS
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Scintillation

Spectromete@'.
Add the low-cost Model 5022 Auto
Gamma Cor@sole.Now you're ready to do fully
@automatic gdmmacountingof up to 100 samples.
4@lodel 5022 incorporates a sample changer, a
well-type cr@staIdetector, a beta-gamma switch
Venditsown highvoltagesupply.It usestheTri-C8rb
Spectrometerand ControlUnit for sampleanalysis
and changeractuation. Becauseeach systemhas
its own powersupply,you canswitch from beta to

â€˜p

gamma counting as often as you like with no
adverseeffectson countingstability.
How do you count gammas without a Tri-Carb
Spectrometer?Select one of the 24 complete
Auto-GammaSpectrometerSystemsofferingman
ual or automatic operation; one, two or three /
channelsof analysis;three readout options and a
choiceof 2 in. or 3 in. crystals.Call your Packard
SalesEngineerfor details,or write for BulletinI 06L
from Packard Instrument Company, Inc., 2200
WarrenvilleRoad, DownersGrove,Illinois.

Demonstrated
Leadership
fromthespecialist

TheTECHNEKOWÂ®
Shielded
Dispenser
A NEW

COMPACT

â€œHOT
LABâ€•
by

41

NCC

A ShieldedSelf-Contained
System
for ProducingSterileTechnetium
fromtheTechneKow
SourceGenerator

Completely lead shielded, the new E-1810 Dis

When solution
has passed through
the
TechneKow, open dispenser door, reach in
and lift up processing unit to activate oper
ation. The solution automatically
passes
through a sterilizing filter and is injected
into a sterile, pyrogen-free bottle.

penser provides a semi-automatic system for pro
ducing a sterile solution of sodium pertechnetate

with minimum radiation exposure. It eliminates
the need for awkward shielding and handling
devices, and enables the smaller laboratory to
use technetium
Insert

generator

on a daily basis.
into

shielded

upper

chamber

Remove bottle with its shielded
Qd)o Solution is ready for calibration.

of

Dispenser, where it may be stored for daily use.
Each day the internal disposable processing parts
are replaced with a fresh sterile set.

OperateTheTechnekow
Shielded
Dispenser
In 3 EasySteps

â€˜fi
Pour
eluting
solution
intogenerator
and
Uo replaceshieldedcap.

The NCC TechneKow Shielded Dispenser is of
heavy welded construction with polished chrome
plating. A two-inch thick lead shield surrounds
the TechneKow source generator. Lead shielding
on the walls and door of the lower processing
chamber keeps radiation at a minimum. Dis
posable processing parts are available in kit form.

Write today for further information.
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Early in 1965,Neisler Laboratories,
Inc., an 80-year-old ethical pharmaceu
tical company,was purchased by
Union Carbide Corporation, long rec
ognized as one of this country's
leaders in industrial nuclear research.
As a result of this action, manyof
the radioisotopes produced by
Union Carbide's nuclear reactor at
Tuxedo, New York, will soon become
available for use in nuclear medicine.
Pharmaceutical processing will be car
ried out adjacent to the reactor where
the radioisotopes are created, and the
useful products will be distributed by
Neisler, a company whose personnel
are completely oriented to serving the
needs of the medical profession.
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directly
fromour
nuclear
reactor
toyour
radioisotope
laboratory
Neisler Laboratories now offers the
first of its line of nuclear reactor prod
ucts for medicineâ€”theNEIMOTEC @.
M.
(e9Mo/s9mTc)
Generator for the
convenient production of short-lived
technetium@99m,
one of the most use
ful radioisotopes available for clinical
investigation. Write for details.
NEISLERLABORATORIES,INC.
Subsidiary of Union Carbide Corp.
P.O.Box 433,Tuxedo, NewYork 10987
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Wearepleased
toannounce
theaddition
ofVOLUME
6 toourprevIously
announced
setofVoIs.1.5
NowAvailable

Journal of Nuclear Medicine
Vols. 1-6. Chicago.1960-1965
Clothboundset
Paperbound set

$185.00
170.00

VoIs.1-4, 1960-1963
Per volume,paper bound

20.00

VoIs.5-6, 1964-1965
Pervolume,paper bound

45.00

Now Available

TheJournal of Nuclear Medicine, offi
cial publicationof the Societyof Nuclear
Medicine, features original articles in
clinical medicine,basicand clinical med
icine research, physics and chemistry
dealing with the use of isotopesin hu
mans and articles on related subjects.
This includes dosimetry, instrumentation,
protection, techniques, biologic effects
contributingto the use or effects of iso
topes in clinical medicine and the clini
cal effects of ionizing radiation.

JOHNSON REPRINT CORPORATION
111FifthAvenue,NewYork,N. Y.10003

JOHNSON
REPRINT
COMPANY
LTD.,Berkeley
Square
House,London
W.1,England

Working
with
radioisotopes?
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RADIOISOTOPE SCANNER
MODEL54-FD
DUAL, OPPOSED,5-INCHCRYSTALS

The

demonstrable

advantages

Scanning

of a dual

who

desire

high

resolution,

both

large

and

small

whole
The
posite
plete

rapid

organs

scans
or

of

gamma

of

two

scanning
other,

electronics

heads,

have
and

exactly

separate,

print-out

and
so that

are the same
radioisotope

and

electronic

op.

scanners

Models

(up to 3 inches

high

at any speeds;

com

resolution

to

lead and 1

crystals

low background

inch thick pure Na!

the

graphic

(patent

photoscans;
anywhere

specifications

as for our other

variable

(500
cm/mm.);
for high energy
(9 per

cent or better);
accurate, reproducible
scan
ning speeds and line spacing; no scalloping

data collected by each crystal may be used
separately,
in coincidence,
or additively.
Mechanical

continuously

emitters

inch steel);

the

body.

each

speeds

200 inches
per minute
adequate
shielding
even

5-inch crystal scanner
should be investi
gated by all those with a high clinical load

light

pending)

unequivocal

crystals

pipe);
or

54F and 54H:

mask

warranty

in USA or Canada.

OHIO-NUCLEAR
1725 FALLAVENUECLEVELAND,
216 â€”621-8477
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slit

one year

This unparalleled
radioisotope
priced at $28,750 with delivery
guaranteed.

large-crystal

(2

Gamma

scanner is
in 90 days

INC.
OHIO
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NEW â€œLOG
TYPEâ€•SCINTILLATION

DETECTORS

Uniform cylindrical geometry
for â€œarcâ€•
technique
Well suited to
Multipoint Data Acquisition and Processing
for Localization of Activity in the
Body as reported in ANL 6839
1
733

@

@

2
49

ft@% ,+,

Low Background
light pipes of pure
Nal shield against
activity in the
phototubesand
external radiation.

3
24.3

4
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Good Resolution
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CHEMICAL

COMPANY

CRYSTAL-SOUD STATE DIVISION

1145East971kStrsst â€¢CIsvsI.d, OkisU111 â€¢TsIspks.s211-721-9300
U3scI@
Nde.rlsnds-HauMw-V.nDe HoomNV. â€¢
ft.nkfort W.Gsnoony-Harsliiw
CI.st. GiubIl
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scanner

should you
look for?
Liii

from this

@
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Only the Picker MagnascannerÂ®is so de

signedthat its standardthree-inchdiam
eter crystal Ultraprobecan be replacedat
anytime by the five-inchdiametercrystal
Pentaprobewithout any modification to
the scanningmechanism.
The larger crystal of the Pentaprobere
sults in greater efficiency and/or longer
focal distanceon the collimator.

@ L@LL@J
@

i@m@

III@1I
c@
iuc.Scc. iii.
i

the

versatile

scanner

/ the

proven

scanner

PICKERNucLEAR/
DIVISION/PICKER
X-RAYCORPORATION
/ WHITE PLAINS,NEW YORK
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30 VSAR$

OF SCIENTIFIC

ACHIEVEMENT

ATOMIC AND lABORATORY INSTRUMENTS DIVISION

mooet
5000
DIGITaL

@UTOFLUOROSCOP@

VISUAUZATION
(BOTHDYNAMICAND STATIC)OF GAMMA-EMMITTING
RADIOISOTOPES
WITHINTHE HUMAN BODY!
DYNAMIC STUDIES/ABNORMAL KIDNEY AUTOFLUOROGRAMS
(after InjectIon

â€”30 second accumulation

Another major achievement in the field of

tIme)

nuclear

medicine.

Baird-Atomic's

MODEL

__IL!__IL

5000 DIGITAL AUTOFLUOROSCOPE now
makes It possible to study organs of the
human body in action without resorting to
surgeryl The AUTOFLUOROSCOPE Is a
fully-equipped, fixed (non-scanning) device
with dual-memory storage which provides

DYNAMIC

STUDIES/NORMAL

KIDNEY

AUTOFLUOROGRAMS

4 minutes
I IACV5NN

@eN5CusM
51

@gssi,@@si@wt,

either a dynamic or static picture of the dis
tribution of radiolsotopes within any ares of
Interest in the body â€”localization of tumors
is much faster, and disease processes In the
brain,heart,lung,kidneys, liver,spleen, and
pancreas are routinelydetected in only a
fraction of the time required using conven
tional mechanical scanning techniquesl

AUTOFLUOROSCOPE FEATURES:
â€¢
CONTRAST ENHANCEMENT OF PICTURE WITH
OUT AFFECTING RAW DATA
â€¢
DYNAMIC AND STATIC VISUALIZATION OF THE
ISOTOPE WITHIN THE BODY
â€¢
FULL RANGE OF (INCLUDING HIGH ENERGY)
ISOTOPES CAN BE USED AND ACCUMULATED
DATA CAN BE IMMEDIATELY VIEWED
â€¢
PATIENTS RECORDS CAN BE PERMANENTLY
STORED ON COMPUTER-FORMATTED MAG
NETIC TAPE
â€¢
294 CRYSTAL DETECTOR MATRIX AND MULTI.
CHANNEL STORAGE OF ACCUMULATED DATA
â€¢
PERIODIC DISPLAY OF DATA DURING BUILD.
UP PROCESS
â€¢
PERMITS STUDY OF ORGANS SCREENED BY
OTHER ORGANS AND SELECTION OF SPECIFIC
SECTIONS FOR QUANTIFICATION OF DATA

15 minutes
STATIC

STUDY/BRAIN

AUTOFLUOROGRAM

â€¢
cne,u

,i@

30 second

accumulation

time

Call or write today for free descrlptlv. Iitsratur.I

ATOMICAND LABORATORY
INSTRUMENTS
DIVISION

BAIRD
AED
P1103UNIVERSITY
3 ROAD.
CAMBRIDGE,
MASSACHUSETTS
02138.
TeIepIiou:
617
864.7420
_____________________________________
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ANew
Radioisotope Generator
INDIUM-113m

LEAKAGE: Typically less than 0.002% of tin

â€¢for rapid,

tested

low-dose

â€¢short-lived
â€¢long-lived

On the

scanning

more

daughter â€”1.7 hours
parent â€”118 day half-life

â€¢individually

per

elution.

to shipment

than

0.02%.

Leakage

not

of other

to prepare

is

leak

metal

with

NEN

eluting

LICENSE REQUIREMENTS: Researchers
tending

(ltSd)Inâ€•@

column

does

by NEN and is less

than 1@tg/ml of eluant
reagent.

SCHEME
Sn@4n15@Sii@@@

Each

and

ions is also monitored

leak-tested

.DECAY

column

prior

in

and use radiopharmaceu

ticals from Inul3m must hold an â€œAEC-313a
License

for Non-Routine

Medical

Uses of By

Product Materialâ€• or an AEC Broad License
(medical

(1.73k),Dossntshow2%b,anch@1SSksv's)

SIZE
umn
case
eter

Inâ€•@(stabIs)

uses).

AND SHIELDING: The packed glass col
is fitted into a break resistant
impact
7â€•high by 1.5â€•in diameter. A 3.5â€•diam
lead shield (1â€•walls) with bottom exit

port is supplied
in-laboratory

$%WiIs@rdcosw@Ion.

at no additional

charge for

shielding.

ELUTING REAGENT: Five 5ml ampoules
able on request)
indicate that indium-113m
may be extremely
useful for the preparation
of radiopharmaceuticals
for liver, lung, and
blood pool scanning.
Its only significant
emission is a 390 key gamma photon and its

is continually
by the decay of

in NEN's generator

its radioactive
sorbed
column.
with

Each

on an inorganic
chromatographic
Indium-113m
is removed by eluting

$285
375
500
750
on request.

100

and

â€” 40 lbs.

the

Shipped

previous

and

175

Delivery:

within

2 days of receipt

FOB Boston.

Shipping

elution. A column containing
25mc of Snâ€•3
will yield about lOmc of Ini@3m 2 hours after
a previous
elution
and about 2Omc after

8 hours.
ECONOMICS: A generator

initially

charged

with 25mc of tin-113 will yield about 2500mc
of indium-113m
over a six-month
period
when milked twice a day, 5 days a week.

NEW ENGLAND NUCLEAR CORP.

Thus the average cost of Inui3m is â€”$0.30 per
mc. By comparison,

charged
cost

a TcO9m generator
per

575 Albany St., Boston, Mass. 02118
Telephone:
(617) 426-7311
CABLE: Atomlight, Boston

initially

with lOOmc Mo99 yields product

of $O.60-0.90

re

$ 25

via air express,

since

Snâ€•3)

100 ampoules

HC1.

time

sufficient

of eluting

30 ampoules

can be eluted at one time is determined
by
the total amount of tin-113 on the column
elapsed

of
con
each

Eluting Reagent:
10 ampoules

Shipping

the

contains
250m1

IGI-005
(5mc Snâ€•3)
IGI-OlO (lOmc Sn113)
IGI-025
(25mc Snâ€•3)
Larger generators
quoted

OUTPUT: The amount of indium-113m which
by

ampoule

to prepare

Generators:
IGI-001 (lmc

parent, tin-113. The tin is ad

10 to 15m1 of dilute

column.

eluting
reagent
at no charge
with

PRICE SCHEDULE:

In addition,
its emissions
are compatable
with 1131 scanning equipment
and the parent,
tin-113, has a long (118 day) half-life.
produced

standardized
are provided

concentrate
agent.

1.7 hour half-life minimizes patient exposure.

RATIONALE: Indium-113m

carefully
centrate

at a

mc Tc99m

xv

of order
weight

Stercow
The DUPHAR Stercowis

Tc99m

a new design

of a sterile generatorand presents
a revolutionin radioactivecows.

During milkingthe sterile eluant,

E

the generator and the milk are comprised

E

in a closed system. Therefore
the milk is sterile and suitable

a

N

for injection.
II
@-.

d@a

-â€¢

35-36mm

@

Tc99m elution

32

DRN 4332 Technetium (Tc99m) Stercow

Amsterdamfor
Prices ex works
24 k

activities:10
nominal Mo99

H

S

S

55

2t

mC
180,â€”50
25 mC
230,â€”100
mC
350,â€”150
mC
450,â€”200
mC
525,â€”250
mC
600,â€”300
mC
650,_*350
mC
700,_@.**
mC

25353540

only
W.-Germanyand
available

Dfl.
Dfl.
Dfl.
Dfl.
Dfl.
Df I.
Df:.
Dfl.
Dfl.
in

150,â€”

Belgium,

maximalpossible
Holland due to
generator.Delivery:
loading of Mo99 on the
shipmentafter
first possible
Mondays at 18.00 hours MET.
S

5)

is

20

OS

35

35

.0

Ask for Isotip nr. 5

NUCLEAR
PHARMACEUTICALS
N.y. PHILIPS-DUPHAR
AMSTERDAM HOLLAND
APOLLOLAAN 151, TELEPHONE 731226
TELEGRAMS â€œVITAMINEâ€•,
TELEX 14232

Tracerlab
Film Badge
Service

RIflD
Pt'
Most
single
world

efficient
radiation
today

purposes.

II,
where

30-KW

pÃ§QpjÃ§count!

A dosimetrybadge isa personalthing;
the

and economical
source
in the
for
commercial

electron
output
3-KW
X-ray
sterilizationâ€”Surgical
hospital,
bacteri
and
pharmacological
Rendering
polyolefins

Medical
instruments,
ological
supplies.
autoclavable.
Plasticsâ€”Cross-linking and cur
ing polyolefin
tapes and
in
sulation,
polyethylene
circuit

health, the very life of the wearer may depend
on it. That's why Tracerlab people give so much
personal care and attention to each and every
film badge that passes through their hands, be@
fore and after computer processing and quick
return to you. And more dosimetry badges pass

boards
and
packaging
films.
Grafting
polymers
to wood and
wood
products,
fabrics,
metal,
paper
and other
porous
ma
terials.

through

Semiconductors
â€” Bringing
power
transistors
and german
ium diodes
within
specs.
Research
and
Development
Consulting
services
provided
for irradiation
R & D and new
product
development.
Irradiate
with

their

skilled

hands

than any other

monitoring service. Yours should be among
them.
You can also count on Tracerlab people
for the safest, most reliable radioactive sources
in the world â€”a wide selection of stock or cus@
torn types for standardization and analysis. For
dependable products and services in the life
sciences and health physics, including a broad
range of radioanalytical services, come to
Tracerlab â€”where people count!

RRDI

INAL@..

P.O. Box 485

@t TRACERLAB

Metropolitan
Grove
Road
Gaithersburg,
Maryland
20760
Phone
301 948-2450

A Divisionof LaboratoryFor Electronics.Inc.
WALTHAM,

MASSACHUSETTS

02154

Film Badge Service â€¢
Health Physics â€¢
Biosesays â€¢Sources â€¢
Nuclear
Instrumentation â€¢Radiochemicala
â€¢Radioactive Waste Disposal
Radiation Monitoring instrumentation â€¢Isotope Appticaliona

Send
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for

new
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TBI
the T-3 test that

PRACTICALLY
TAKES
CAREOF ITSELF
EASY

DEPENDABLE

Technicians

spend far less time with TB!..

-

Primary

binding

the in vitro thyroid function test that practi

eliminating

the

cally

uncertainty

associated

takes

care of itself.

There's no stop watch timing. No critical tem
perature to maintain. And patient serum is
counted only once. Total technician time is
almost

half that

required

of any other

T-3 test.

ACCU RATE
Nuclear

TBI,

with

its exclusive

evaluation.

In tests performed

on over

2200 patients, the TBI test has been reported
in agreement with 92% of the final clinical
diagnoses
the

of hyperthyroid

euthyroid

thyroid

patients;

and

patients;
96%

89%

of the

of

hypo

patients.*

â€˜Ref.:Schoter. J. F..
J. of Nuctear Med..
May P63. p. 192.

directly,

sites

with indirect

and

the

indication.

TBI
variables

due to

problems of serum handling, produces excep
tional stability and reproducibility
â€¢Unsur
â€”

accuracy

hypothyroid

for hyperthyroid
evaluation

â€” euthyroid

â€¢ Timing

and

tem

perature are not critical â€¢
Takes less technician
time than any other T-3 test â€¢TB! low cost
permits use as a screening test â€¢
Available in

kit and bulk form.
Write

for further

information

and

a copy of NCC's new booklet:
Thyro Binding

NUCLEAR

are measured

of secondary

â€¢
New TB! buffer eliminates

passed

Consultants

â€œMatchedControlâ€•, offers unsurpassed accu
racy for hyperthyroid, euthyroid and hypo
thyroid

COMPARE

sites
use

Index.

CONSULTANTS

8@t 6112 Lambert Field, St. Louis,Missouri 63145
ATLANTA â€¢CHICAGO â€¢
CLEVELAND â€¢LOS ANGELES
MIAMI â€¢
NEW YORK a SAN FRANCISCO â€¢
WASHINGTON. D. C.

Someday soon
rectilinear scanners
will be obsolete.

L

This is the new Pho/GammaÂ®III Scintillation
Camera equipped for positron tomography.

Someday is a
little closer.
Pho/Gammaâ€”clinically
proved
for rapid, sensitive
isotope visualization
in vivo. For both static and dynamic
studies. And nowâ€”the new Pho/Gamma
III.
Even more data from Pho/Gamma
III, even more
easily. Simultaneous
recording and monitoring
with two

oscilloscopes.

Visual adjustment

Howard

Avenue,

Des Plaines,

you with evidence

of

of isotope peaks. Elec

tronic splitting
of detector
output
for kidney-function
studies.
Front-panel
programming
for fast-sequence
cameras. Convenient
desk-console
housing all electronics,
including the two scopes, and dual scaler-timer.
Fail-safe,
motorized,
omnidirectional
positioning
of detector head.
Built-in provision for system-expanding
accessories, such
as positron
head for tomographic
studies, fast digital
printer, and 1600-channel
multidimensional
analyzer.
313 East

May we supply

Pho/Gamma's past clinical perform
ancesâ€”plus a look at the future of
Pho/Gamma III? Consult your local
Nuclear-Chicago sales engineer. Or
write directly to us.

Illinois

60018,

U.S.A./Donker

Curtlusstraat

NUCLEAR-CHICAGO
CORPORATION
7, Amsterdam

W, The

Netherlands.

